ARCHERY TEST

1) What is the correct distance for a Bowman to shoot at?
A) 10 yards
B) 20 yards
C) 15 yards
D) 8 yards
2) When should a Bowman have to shoot on the Huntsman list?
A) As soon as they have a tournament win on the Bowman list.
B) Once they have completed all of the requirements of the Bowman list.
C) If there is not enough participants for a Bowman list.
D) Once they are confident enough to shoot on the Huntsman list.
E) The Ranger Master says they can no longer shoot on the Bowman list.
3) How far past the bow should the tip of an arrow be when it is fully drawn correctly?
A) No less than 1”
B) It does not matter
C) No less than 2”
D) Flush with the flat of bow
4) Can an Archer use finger tab, Archery Gloves, or Gloves?

True
or
False
5) What type of bows are allowed in Adrian archery?
A) Reflex Deflex Bow
B) Recurve Bow
C) Long Bow
D) Break Down Bow
E) Mongolian Bow
F) Compoud Bow
6) Are mechanical sights, spectacle sights, counter weights, stabilizers, levels, and

string trigger releases allowed in Adrian archery?
True or False
7) It is mandatory to wear an Arm Guard to compete in Target or Combat Archery?
True or False
8) Is it okay to loose your arrows at any time?

True or False
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9) Archery target tournament arrows cannot have any of the following.
A) Wood Shafts
B) Natural Fletching
C) Target Tips
D) Aluminum Shafts
E) Plastic or Synthetic Fletching
F) Fiberglass Shafts
G) Broadhead Hunting Tips
10) How old do you have to be to shooting Archery?
A) 12 years of age
B) 14 years of age
C) 16 years of age
D) Any age
11) What is the maximum draw weight for a Combat Archery Bow?
A) 28lbs at 28”
B) 40lbs at 28”
C) 20lbs at 28”
D) 35lbs at 28”
12) When can you pull you arrows from the target?
A) Once you have shot all of your arrows.
B) Once the Ranger Master tells you “that you may pull/retrieve your Arrows”.
C) I do not have to, it’s the Ranger Master’s responsibility.
D) Once everyone, that was shooting is done.
13) You are on the firing line about to loose your arrow and HOLD is called. What do you do?
A) Look to see if it is clear to shoot then shoot.
B) Ignore the call because HOLD is only used on the Combat field.
C) All archers on the shooting line will immediately lower their bows, un-nock their arrow

and step back five yards from the shooting line.
D) Immediately point the arrow straight down at the ground and let it loose.
14) When should you wax your bow string?
A) If it feels slick & dry.
B) When you see “hairs” start to stick up from the strands of the bowstring, like the string is

getting furry.
C) Before & after each time that it is used.
D) 3 times a year.
E) When it’s starting to fray.
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15) When inspecting your bow you see a hair line crack running with the wood grain of your

bow, is it safe to shoot?
Yes or No
16) Should you un-string your bow after each shooting session?
A) No, it will not affect the bow in anyway.
B) Only after it has set for 2 days.
C) Yes, but you have to restring the bow 1 day before you are going to use it

again.
D) Yes, after each session.
17) How often do you need to inspect your bow, arrows, and string for any damage?
A) Weekly
B) Monthly
C) Every three months
D) Before each session
E) When you think about it
18) Do not nock or draw an arrow unless you are at the shooting line and the Range Master has

given everyone the command to do so.
True or False
19) One of your arrows travels too far and lands behind the target, make sure the Range Master

is aware of this as you go to retrieve your arrows once the “all clear” command has been
given.
True or False
20) Combat Archers may only be struck with missile weapons.
A) Archers are not real combatants and cannot take being hit by real combatants.
B) To avoid damage to the bow or the bowstring that could cause the bow to snap or spring

unexpectedly.
C) Because Archers do not have the same armor requirements as combatants on the field.
21) In combat archery dead arrows may be gleaned from the combat field for re-use during

melee if the scenario is expressly written to allow it.
True or False
22) Can combat archers use their arrows as single-handed weapons?
A) If it is expressly written in the scenario to allow it.
B) As long as all the Combatants and Archers agree on it.
C) Archers may never use their arrows as single-handed weapon.
D) Only if no other weapon is available to use at that time
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23) Combat Arrow shafts can be made from what material?
A) Pine, Cedar, Oak, or Bamboo shafts.
B) Aluminum shafts.
C) Fiberglass shafts.
D) All of the above.
24) After stinging your bow you notice a slight twist at the end, is the bow safe to shoot?

True or False
25) How points is the green ring on an Olympic Archery Target?
A) 5 points
B) 12 points
C) 2 points
D) No points
26) Can combat archers shoot an appoint that is 5’ from them.

True or False
27) Should loose clothing and long hair should be secured out of the way when shooting.
True or False
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